CITY OF SILVERTON – PLANNING COMMISSION
WORK SESSION
Silverton City Council Chambers
421 S. Water Street
Meeting to be held in person with a virtual option
May 24, 2022 - 6:00 PM
Zoom Meeting Link
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81079841707
Dial in
253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)

Meeting ID: 810 7984 1707
AGENDA

I.

ROLL CALL

II.

BUSINESS FROM THE FLOOR
Items not on the Agenda.

III.

AGENDA ITEM
3.1

Development Code Amendments

IV.

REPORTS AND COMMUNICATIONS

V.

ADJOURNMENT

Americans with Disabilities Act – The City of Silverton intends to comply with the A.D.A.
The meeting location is accessible to individuals needing special accommodations such as a
sign language interpreter, headphones, or other special accommodations for the hearing
impaired. To participate, please contact the City at 503-874-2204 at least 48 hours prior to the
meeting.
Please submit written comments to Jgottgetreu@silverton.or.us prior to the meeting time.
Comments received will be shared with Planning Commission at the meeting and included in
the record. Comments may be mailed to City Hall at 306 S Water Street or put in the drop off
box located at the driveway exit of City Hall.

City of Silverton
Community Development Department
306 South Water Street
Silverton, OR 97381
(503) 874-2212
Jgottgetreu@silverton.or.us

MEMO
DATE:

May 19, 2022

FROM:

Jason Gottgetreu, Community Development Director

TO:

Silverton Planning Commission

RE:

Development Code Amendments

The Planning Commission and City Council have identified a number of Development Code
items to be reviewed to ensure the Code provisions are adequately promoting the goals and
objectives of Silverton and ensuring they are enforceable given the clear and objective
requirement for housing developments.
Discussion on Sidewalk Connectivity will be a topic on how a policy or program could be
instituted that details how and when off-site sidewalks are constructed as part of development.
Additionally, traffic calming measures will be discussed as the pedestrian experience is
influenced by vehicles and vehicle speed. The intent is to discuss if traffic calming measures
should be a part of the development process and how to identify how and where in a future
development they should be deployed. A fact sheet from the Institute of Transportation
Engineers describing a number of measures is attached.
Discussion on annexation review criteria and the objectives the Planning Commission has or
would like to see on future applications will occur. Excerpts from the current annexation chapter
of the Development Code are below.

4.10.120 Application and fee.
An application for annexation shall be filed with the city and accompanied by the appropriate fee.
Additional land use applications may be filed concurrently with an annexation application contingent on
approval of the annexation. At a minimum the application shall include:
A. A complete application signed by each property owner or a signed notarized letter of authorization from
the property owner allowing the city to process an application received from a third party; and
B. Signed notarized statements by anyone leasing or renting the property stating that they have no
objection to the annexation; and
G. A written applicant’s statement addressing each review criteria. It shall be the applicant’s responsibility
to submit a complete application which addresses the review criteria listed in SDC 4.10.140. Upon
determination that the application is complete, a public hearing shall be scheduled before the planning
commission followed by a public hearing before the city council; and
H. Eighteen full-sized and one reduced (11 inches by 17 inches) conceptual site plan for properties to be
developed with a subdivision or planned development… The plan must include all the required items.
If any item listed for inclusion on the plan is not provided, please include a written explanation. The
following items are required on the plan:
1. The location of existing structures (if any);
2. The location of streets, sanitary sewer, storm drainage, water, electric and other utilities, on or
adjacent to the property to be annexed;
3. The location and direction of all water features on and abutting the subject property. Approximate
location of areas subject to inundation, stormwater overflow or standing water. Base flood data
showing elevations of all property subject to inundation in the event of 100-year flood as shown;
4. Label and show the locations of all existing structures, wells, septic tanks and drain fields, and
distances between them and the existing property lines and each other. Indicate what is to be
removed, moved, and/or retained;
5. Natural features, such as rock outcroppings, marshes or wetlands (as delineated by the Division
of State Lands), wooded areas, isolated preservable trees (trees with trunks over six inches in
diameter as measured four feet above the ground), and significant areas of vegetation;
6. Label and show existing and proposed contour (topography) lines drawn at the following
intervals:
a. One-foot intervals for ground slopes less than five percent;

b. Two-foot intervals for ground slopes between five and 10 percent;
c. Five-foot intervals for ground slopes exceeding 10 percent;
7. General land use plan indicating the types and intensities of the proposed or potential
development;
I. If applicable, a double-majority worksheet, certification of ownership and voters. Certification of legal
description and map on forms provided by the city;
J. A narrative statement explaining the conditions surrounding the proposal and addressing the factors
contained in the review criteria, as relevant, including:
1. Statement of availability, capacity and status of existing water, sewer, drainage, transportation,
park and school facilities; and
2. Statement of increased demand for such facilities to be generated by the proposed development;
and
3. Statement of additional facilities, if any, required to meet the increased demand and any
proposed phasing of such facilities in accordance with projected demand; and
4. Statement outlining method and source of financing required to provide additional facilities, if
any; and
5. Statement of overall development concept and methods by which the physical and related social
environment of the site, surrounding area and community will be enhanced; and
6. Statement of potential physical, aesthetic, and related social effects of the proposed or potential
development on the community as a whole and on the small subcommunity or neighborhood of
which it will become a part; and proposed actions to mitigate such negative effects, if any; and
7. Statement indicating the type and nature of any comprehensive plan text or map amendments
that may be required to complete the proposed development;
K. Annexation agreement. There may be instances in which an applicant may offer additional
considerations in support of an annexation application. Such considerations shall be considered as
part of an annexation application. These considerations shall be formalized through a development
agreement;

4.10.140 Review criteria.
When reviewing a proposed annexation of land, the planning commission and city council will consider
the following standards and criteria; the applicant shall bear the burden of proof.
A. Adequacy of access to the site; and
B. Conformity of the proposal with the city’s comprehensive plan; and
C. Adequate public facilities, services, and transportation networks are in place or are planned to be
provided concurrently with the development of the property. If extension or upgrading of any
improvement is necessary to serve the area, such extension must be consistent with the city’s
infrastructure plans and must be an orderly and efficient arrangement for the extension of public
services; and
D. The new area will meet city standards for any public improvements which may be necessary to serve
the area (including but not limited to streets, including sidewalks, sanitary sewer, water, storm
drainage); and
E. The area to be annexed is contiguous to the city and represents a logical direction for city expansion;
and
F. The area is within the urban growth boundary, unless a health hazard due to failing septic systems or
groundwater supplies is found to exist; and
G. The proposed use of the property is consistent with the applicable comprehensive plan designation;
and
H. The proposed annexation shall be consistent with all applicable goals and policies of the Silverton
comprehensive plan; and
I. Shall be in compliance with applicable sections of ORS Chapter 222; and
J. Natural hazards identified by the city, such as wetlands, floodplains and steep slopes, have been
addressed by applicant’s conceptual development plan; and
K. Urbanization of the subject property shall not have a significant adverse effect on areas identified or
designated in the comprehensive plan as open space or as significant scenic, historic or natural
resource areas; and
L. Economic impacts which are likely to result from the annexation shall be evaluated in light of the social
and physical impacts. The overall impact which is likely to result from the annexation and development

shall not have a significant adverse effect on the economic, social and physical environment of the
community, as a whole; and
M. If the proposed area for annexation is to be residentially zoned, there must be less than a five-year
supply of vacant and redevelopable land in terms of dwelling units per acre within the current city
limits. “Redevelopable land” means land zoned for residential use on which development has already
occurred but on which, due to present or expected market forces, there exists the likelihood that
existing development will be converted to more intensive residential uses during the planning period.
The five-year supply shall be determined from vacant and redevelopable land inventories and by the
methodology for land need projections from the housing element of the comprehensive plan. If there is
more than a five-year supply but less than an eight-year supply, the city may consider additional
factors, such as the likelihood of vacant parcels being developed in the near future, to determine if the
public good would be served by the annexation. Properties proposed for annexation that have a
current or probable public health hazard due to lack of full city water or sanitary sewer may be exempt
from this criterion; and
N. Promotes the timely, orderly and economic provision of public facilities and services; and
O. The annexation is reasonable and that the public interest, present and future, will be best served by
annexing the property.

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
May 2018 Update

Introduction
Purpose:
The purpose of these fact sheets is to provide transportation practitioners, public agencies, and the
general public general facts and information regarding the most popular traffic calming measures used
today. ITE and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) recently produced a Traffic Calming ePrimer
(web link shown below), which documents the results of several decades of traffic calming experience in
the United States, presenting a thorough review of current traffic calming practices. These fact sheets
summarize information presented in the ePrimer.
ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Traffic Calming Measures Included:
A horizontal deflection hinders the ability of a motorist to drive in a straight path by creating a horizontal
shift in the roadway. This shift reduces the ability of a motorist to maintain speed while comfortably
navigating the measure.
•
•
•

Lateral shift
Chicane
Realigned Intersection

•
•
•

Traffic Circle
Small Modern Roundabout/Mini-Roundabout
Roundabout

A vertical deflection creates a change in the height of the roadway that typically forces a motorist to
slow down to maintain an acceptable level of comfort.
•
•
•

Speed Hump
Speed Cushion
Speed Table

•
•

Raised Crosswalk
Raised Intersection

A street width reduction narrows the width of a vehicle travel lane or roadway, so a motorist likely needs
to slow the vehicle to maintain an acceptable level of comfort and safety. The measure can also reduce
the distance required for pedestrian crossings, reducing exposure to vehicular conflicts.
•
•
•

Corner Extension/Bulb-Out
Choker
Median Island

•
•

On-Street Parking
Road Diet

A routing restriction prevents particular vehicle movements at an intersection and is intended to
eliminate some portions of cut-through traffic.
•
•

Diagonal Diverter
Closure

•

Median Barrier/Forced Turn Island

Measures Not Included:
A variety of other measures have been part of traffic calming efforts in jurisdictions throughout the United
States. These measures are not included in these fact sheets for a variety of reasons, including:
•
•
•
•

The measure is a standard traffic control measure typically used for improving traffic flow and has a
secondary benefit for non-motorist safety
The measure produces only a temporary benefit
The measure requires additional enforcement beyond typical activities
The measure has minimal or no measurable effect on vehicle speed or non-motorist safety

The excluded measures include:
•
•
•

Signs
Pavement Markings
Gateways

•
•
•

Corner Radius Reductions
Textured Pavements and/or Rumble Strips
Streetscaping/Landscaping

Although these fact sheets focus on mostly physical measures to calm traffic, non-physical measures can
also be effective as part of traffic calming efforts. For example, education and enforcement efforts have
long been used as part of neighborhood traffic calming programs and should continue to be considered
as either supplements to self-enforcing physical means or as precursors to physical measures.

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
May 2018 Update

Chicane
Description:
• A series of alternating curves or lane shifts that force a motorist to steer back and forth instead of
traveling a straight path
• Also called deviations, serpentines, reversing curves, or twists
Applications:
• Appropriate for mid-block locations but can be an entire block if it is relatively short
• Most effective with equivalent low volumes on both approaches
• Appropriate speed limit is typically 35 mph or less
• Typically, a series of at least three landscaped curb extensions
• Can use alternating on-street parking from one side of a street to the other
• Applicable on one-lane one-way and two-lane two-way roadways
• Can be used with either open or closed (i.e. curb and gutter) cross-section
• Can be used with or without a bicycle facility

(Source: Delaware Department of Transportation)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Chicanes may still permit speeding by drivers cutting straight paths across the center line
• Minimize relocation of drainage features
• May force bicyclists to share travel lanes with motor vehicles
• Maintain sufficient width for ease of emergency vehicles and truck throughput
Potential Impacts:
• No effect on access, although heavy trucks may experience challenges when negotiating
• Limited data available on impacts to speed and crash risk
• Street sweeping may need to be done manually
• Minimal anticipated volume diversion from street
• May require removal of some on-street parking
• Provides opportunity for landscaping
• Unlikely to require utility relocation
• Not a preferred crosswalk location
• Bus passengers may experience discomfort due to quick successive lateral movements
Emergency Response Issues:
• Appropriate along primary emergency vehicle routes
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Reported costs range between $8,000 and $25,000

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
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Choker
Description:
• Curb extension is a lateral horizontal extension of the sidewalk into the street, resulting in a
narrower roadway section
• If located at an intersection, it is called a corner extension or a bulb-out
• If located midblock, it is referred to as a choker
• Narrowing of a roadway through the use of curb extensions or roadside islands
Applications:
• Can be created by a pair of curb extensions, often landscaped
• Encourages lower travel speeds by reducing motorist margin of error
• One-lane choker forces two-way traffic to take turns going through the pinch point
• If the pinch point is angled relative to the roadway, it is called an angled choker
• Can be located at any spacing desired
• May be suitable for a mid-block crosswalk
• Appropriate for arterials, collectors, or local streets

(Source: City of An Arbor, Michigan)

(Source: Delaware DOT)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Only applicable for mid-block locations
• Can be used on a one-lane one-way and two-lane two-way street
• Most easily installed on a closed-section road (i.e. curb and gutter)
• Applicable with or without dedicated bicycle facilities
• Applicable on streets with, and can protect, on-street parking
• Appropriate for any speed limit
• Appropriate along bus routes
• Typical width of 6 to 8 feet; offset from through traffic by approximately 1.5 feet
• Locations near streetlights are preferable
• Length of choker island should be at least 20 feet
Potential Impacts:
• Encourages lower speeds by funneling it through the pinch point
• Can result in shorter pedestrian crossing distances if a mid-block crossing is provided
• May force bicyclists and motor vehicles to share the travel lane
• May require some parking removal
• May require relocation of drainage features and utilities
Emergency Response Issues:
• Retains sufficient width for ease of use for emergency vehicles
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Between $1,500 and $20,000, depending on length and width of barriers

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
May 2018 Update

Closure
Description:
• Half closures are barriers that block travel in one direction (creates a one-way street) for a short
distance on otherwise two-way streets; sometimes called partial closures or one-way closures
• Full-street closures are barriers placed across a street to completely close the street to throughtraffic, usually leaving open space for pedestrians and bicyclists; they are sometimes called culde-sacs, dead-ends, or mini-parks
Applications:
• Appropriate for local streets (half and full), at intersection (half and full), or mid-block (full closure
only)
• Typically applied only after other measures have failed or are deemed inappropriate or ineffective
• Typically found on closed-section roadways (i.e. curb and gutter)
• Can be applied with and without dedicated bicycle facilities and on roads with on-street parking
• Often used in sets to make travel through neighborhoods more circuitous
• Not appropriate along bus transit routes
• Can be used to assist crime prevention

(Source: James R. Barrera, Horrocks, New Mexico)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Potential legal concerns
• Can be placed at intersections or mid-block locations
• Barriers may consist of landscaped islands, walls, gates, side-by-side bollards, or other
obstructions that result in openings smaller than the width of a typical passenger car
• Appropriate signing needed at entrances to full-closure street blocks
• May require modifications to maintain surface drainage capacity
• Should consider traffic diversion patterns and associated impacts
• Possible to make diverters passable for pedestrians and bicyclists
Potential Impacts:
• Concerns regarding street network connectivity and capacity
• May result in traffic diverting to other local streets (should be used in groups/clusters)
• No significant impact on vehicle speeds beyond the closed block
• Can improve pedestrian crossing safety
Emergency Response Issues:
• Full or half closures can increase response times and should not be used on roads/streets that
provide access to hospitals or emergency medical services; half closures allow for a higher
degree of emergency vehicle access than full closures
• Both closure types can be designed to allow emergency vehicle access with removable, or
breakaway delineators or bollards, gates, mountable curbs, etc.
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Full Closure - <$10,000 for simple closures, to $100,000 for complex closures with drainage
mods.
• Half Closure - $3,000 for simple closure, to $40,000 for complex closures with drainage mods.

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
May 2018 Update

Corner Extension/Bulb-Out
Description:
• Horizontal extension of the sidewalk into the street, resulting in a narrower roadway section
• If located at a mid-block location, it is typically called a choker
Applications:
• When combined with on-street parking, a corner extension can create protected parking bays
• Effective method for narrowing pedestrian crossing distances and increase pedestrian visibility
• Appropriate for arterials, collectors, or local streets
• Can be used on one-way and two-way streets
• Installed only on closed-section roads (i.e. curb and gutter)
• Appropriate for any speed, provided an adequate shy distance is provided between the extension
and the travel lane
• Adequate turning radii must be provided to use on bus routes

(Source: James Barrera, Horrocks, New Mexico)

(Source: Delaware DOT)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Effects on vehicle speeds are limited due to lack of deflection
• Must check drainage due to possible gutter realignment
• Major utility relocation may be required, especially drainage inlets
• Typical width between 6 and 8 feet
• Typical offset from travel lane at least 1.5 feet
• Should not extend into bicycle lanes
Potential Impacts:
• Effects on vehicle speeds are limited due to lack of deflection
• Can achieve greater speed reduction if combined with vertical deflection
• Smaller curb radii can slow turning vehicles
• Shorter pedestrian crossing distances can improve pedestrian safety
• More pedestrian waiting areas may become available
• May require some parking removal adjacent to intersections
Emergency Response Issues:
• Retains sufficient width for ease of emergency-vehicle access
• Shortened curb radii may require large turning vehicles to cross centerlines
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Cost between $1,500 and $20,000, depending on length and width of barriers

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
May 2018 Update

Diagonal Diverter
Description:
• Barriers placed diagonally across four-legged intersections, blocking through movements
• Sometimes called full diverters or diagonal road closures
Applications:
• Typically applied only after other measures are deemed ineffective or inappropriate
• Provisions are available to make diverters passable for pedestrians and bicyclists
• Often used in sets to make travel through neighborhoods more circuitous

(Source: Delaware Department of Transportation)

(Source: PennDOT Local Technical Assistance Program)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Possible legal issues associated with closing public streets (e.g., business and/or emergency
access)
• Can only be placed at intersections
• Can be used on both one-way and two-way streets
• Typically found on closed-section roads (i.e. curb and gutter)
• Typical maximum appropriate speed limit is 25 mph
• Maintain drainage as necessary to mitigate potential flooding
• Corner radii should be designed to allow full-lane width for passing motor vehicle traffic
• SU-30 default design vehicle
• Appropriate signing and pavement markings needed on approaches
• Openings for pedestrians and bicyclists should allow movement between all intersection legs
• Barriers may consist of landscaped islands, walls, gates, side-by-side bollards, or any other
obstruction that leave an opening smaller than the width of a typical passenger car
Potential Impacts:
• Concern regarding impacts to emergency response, street network connectivity, and capacity
• Should consider traffic diversion patterns and associated impacts
• No significant impacts on vehicle speeds beyond the approach to the diverter
• Not appropriate for bus transit routes
• Improved pedestrian and bicycle safety
Emergency Response Issues:
• Should not be used on roads that provide access to hospitals or primary emergency services
• Restricts emergency vehicle access through intersections
• Can be designed to allow emergency vehicle access with removable, or breakaway delineators or
bollards, gates, mountable curbs, etc.
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Typical cost of $6,000 for diverter with limited drainage modifications

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
May 2018 Update

Lateral Shift
Description:
• Realignment of an otherwise straight street that causes travel lanes to shift in at least one
direction
• A chicane is a variation of a lateral shift that shifts alignments more than once
Applications:
• Appropriate for local, collector, or arterial roadways
• Appropriate for one-lane one-way and two-lane two-way streets
• Appropriate on roads with or without dedicated bicycle facilities
• Maximum appropriate speed limit is typically 35 mph
• Appropriate along bus transit routes

(Source: Delaware Department of Transportation)

(Source: Google Street View)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Typically separates opposing traffic through the shift with the aid of a raised median
• Applicable only to mid-block locations
• Can be installed on either open- or closed-section (i.e. curb and gutter) roads
• Location near streetlights preferred
• May require drainage feature relocation
• Should not require utility relocation
Potential Impacts:
• Without islands, motorists could cross the centerline to drive the straightest path possible
• No impact on access
• May require removal of some on-street parking
• Limited data available on impacts on speed, volume diversions, and crash risk
• Provides opportunities for landscaping
• Can provide locations for pedestrian crosswalks
Emergency Response Issues:
• Appropriate along primary emergency vehicle routes or on streets with access to
hospitals/emergency medical services, provided vehicles can straddle the street centerline
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Reported costs range between $8,000 and $25,000

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
May 2018 Update

Median Barrier/Forced Turn Island
Description:
• Raised islands along the centerline of a street and continuing through an intersection that block
the left-turn movement from all intersection approaches and the through movement from the
cross street; also called median diverter, intersection barrier, intersection diverter, and island
diverter
• Raised island that forces a right turn is called a forced turn island
Applications:
• For use on arterial or collector roadways to restrict access to minor roads or local streets and/or
to narrow lane widths
• Typically applied only after other measures have failed or been deemed inappropriate/ineffective
• Barriers are made passable for pedestrians and bicyclists
• Often used in sets to make travel to/through neighborhoods more circuitous

(Source: Delaware Department of Transportation)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Potential legal issues associated with blocking a public street (e.g., business/emergency access)
• Placed on major roads on approaches to and across intersections with minor roads
• Should extend beyond the intersection to discourage improper/illegal turn movements
• Barriers may consist of landscaped islands, mountable features, walls, gates, side-by-side
bollards, or any other obstruction that leave an opening smaller than the width of a passenger car
Potential Impacts:
• May divert traffic volumes to other parallel and/or crossing streets
• May require removal or shortening of on-street parking zones on approaches/departures
• May impact access to properties adjacent to intersection
• No significant impacts on vehicle speeds beyond the approaches to intersection
Emergency Response Issues:
• Restricts emergency vehicle access using minor street
• Can be designed to allow emergency vehicle access
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Cost between $1,500 and $20,000, depending on length and width of barriers

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
May 2018 Update

Median Island
Description:
• Raised island located along the street centerline that narrows the travel lanes at that location
• Also called median diverter, intersection barrier, intersection diverter, and island diverter
Applications:
• For use on arterial, collector, or local roads
• Can often double as a pedestrian/bicycle refuge islands if a cut in the island is provided along a
marked crosswalk, bike facility, or shared-use trail crossing
• If placed through an intersection, considered a median barrier

(Source: Delaware Department of Transportation)

(Source: James Barrera, Horrocks, New Mexico)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Potential legal issues associated with blocking a public street (e.g., business or emergency
access)
• Barriers may consist of landscaped islands, mountable facilities, walls, gates, side-by-side
bollards, or any other obstruction that leave an opening smaller than the width of a passenger car
• Can be placed mid-block or on the approach to an intersection
• Typically installed on a closed-section roadway (i.e. curb and gutter)
• Can be applied on roads with or without sidewalks and/or dedicated bicycle facilities
• Maximum appropriate speed limits vary by locale
• Typically not appropriate near sites that attract large combination trucks
Potential Impacts:
• May impact access to properties adjacent to islands
• No significant impact on vehicle speeds beyond the island
• Little impact on traffic volume diversion
• Safety can be improved without substantially increasing delay
• Shortens pedestrian crossing distances
• Bicyclists may have to share vehicular travel lanes near the island
• May require removal of some on-street parking
• May require relocation of drainage features and utilities
Emergency Response Issues:
• Appropriate along primary emergency vehicle roads or street that provides access to
hospitals/emergency medical services
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Cost between $1,500 and $10,000, depending on length and width of island

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
March 2019 Update

Mini Roundabout
Description:
 Raised islands, placed in unsignalized intersections, around which traffic circulates
 Motorists yield to motorists already in the intersection
 Require drivers to slow to a speed that allows them to comfortably maneuver around them
 Center island of mini roundabout is fully traversable, splitter islands may be fully traversable
Applications:
 Intersections of local and/or collector streets
 One lane each direction entering intersection
 Not typically used at intersections with high volume of large trucks or buses turning left
 Appropriate for low-speed settings

(Source: Delaware DOT)

(Source: Gary Schatz)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation:
 See NCHRP Report 672 for design details
 Typically circular in shape, but may be an oval shape
 Controlled by YIELD signs on all approaches with pedestrian crosswalks, if included, one carlength upstream of YIELD bar
 Preferable for roadway to have urban cross section (i.e., curb and gutter)
 Can be applied to road with on-street parking
 Can be applied to roads both with and without a bicycle facility. Bicycle facilities, if provided, must
be separated from the circulatory roadway with physical barriers; cyclists using the circulatory
roadway must merge with vehicles. Bicycle facilities are prohibited in the circulatory roadway to
prevent right-hook crashes.
 Key design features are the fastest paths and path alignment.
Potential Impacts:
 Slight speed reduction
 Little diversion of traffic
 Bicycle and motorist will share lanes at intersections because of narrowed roadway
 Large vehicles/buses usually drive over the center island for left turns
Emergency Response:
 Emergency vehicles maneuver using the center island at slow speeds
Typical Cost
 Cost is similar to bulb-outs because pedestrian ramps and outside curb lines usually have to be
relocated

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
May 2018 Update

On-Street Parking
Description:
• Allocation of paved space to parking
• Narrows road travel lanes and increases side friction to traffic flow
• Can apply on one or both sides of roadway
• Can be either parallel or angled, but parallel is generally preferred for maximized speed reduction
Applications:
• High likelihood of acceptability for nearly all roadway functional classifications and street functions
• More appropriate in urban or suburban settings
• Can be combined with other traffic calming measures
• Can apply alternating sides of street for chicane effect
• Can combine with curb extensions for protected parking, including landscaping for beautification
• Can apply using time-of-day restrictions to maximize throughput during peak periods
• Can be used on one-way or two-way streets
• Preferable to have a closed-section road (i.e. curb and gutter)
• Appropriate along bus transit routes

(Source: PennDOT Local Technical Assistance Program)

(Source: Google Earth, Fort Collins, CO)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Appropriate distance needed between travel lane and parking lane
• Impact is directly affected by demand; must have parked vehicles present to be effective
• If used for chicane effect, must verify parking demand to ensure that majority of spaces are
occupied when effect is desired most during the day; can use parallel, angled, or combination
• Should not be considered near traffic circles nor roundabouts
• Should not be applied along median island curbs
• For lower-demand locations, can counteract negligible impact with curb extensions or other roadnarrowing features
Potential Impacts:
• Can be blocked in by snow during plowing operations; required vehicle removal
• May limit road user visibility and sight distance at driveways/alleys/intersections
• Can put bicyclists at risk of colliding with car doors
• May be impacted if other traffic calming measures are considered or implemented
• Provides buffer between moving vehicles and pedestrian facilities
Emergency Response Issues:
• Preferred by emergency responders to most other traffic calming measures
• Requires consideration of design of parking lanes near hydrants and other emergency features

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
May 2018 Update

Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Approximately $6000 or less (factor of design specifics and length of application); can be much
higher

Traffic Calming Fact Sheets
May 2018 Update

Raised Intersection
Description:
• Flat raised areas covering entire intersections, with ramps on all approaches and often with brick
or other textured materials on the flat section and ramps
• Sometimes referred to as raised junctions, intersection humps, or plateaus
Applications:
• Intersections of collector, local, and residential streets
• Typically installed at signalized or all-way stop controlled intersections with high pedestrian
crossing demand
• Works well with curb extensions and textured crosswalks
• Often part of an area-wide traffic calming scheme involving both intersecting streets in denselydeveloped urban areas

(Source: Delaware Department of Transportation)

(Source: Chuck Huffine, Phoenix AZ)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Used at intersections with a maximum speed limit of 35 mph
• Typically rise to sidewalk level; appropriate if crosswalks exist on all four legs
• Appropriate if a dedicated bicycle facility passes through the intersection
• Detectable warnings and/or color contrasts must be incorporated to differentiate the roadway and
the sidewalk
• May require bollards to define edge of roadway
• Storm drainage/underground utility modifications are likely necessary
• Minimum pavement slope of 1 percent to facilitate drainage
Potential Impacts:
• Reduction in through movement speeds likely at intersection
• Reduction in mid-block speeds typically less than 10 percent
• No impact on access
• Can make entire intersections more pedestrian-friendly
• No data available on volume diversion or safety impacts
Emergency Response Issues:
• Slows emergency vehicles
• Appropriate for primary emergency vehicle routes and streets with access to a hospital or
emergency medical services
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Costs range between $15,000 and $60,000
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Realigned Intersection
Description:
• Reconfiguration of an intersection with perpendicular angles to have skewed approaches or travel
paths through the intersection
• Also called modified intersection
Applications:
• Appropriate for collector or local streets
• Most applicable at T-intersections
• Can be used where on-street parking exists
• Applicable on one-way and two-way roadways
• Most commonly installed on closed-section roads (i.e. curb and gutter)
• Can be applied with and without a dedicated bicycle facility
• Can be applied with or without on-street parking

(Source: Delaware Department of Transportation)

(Source: Delaware DOT)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Need to avoid relocating drainage features such as catch basins, concrete channels, valley
gutters, inlets, and trench drains
• Bicyclists and motorists may have separate lanes or may share lanes at intersections
• Be cognizant of pedestrian crossing needs (e.g., ADA, wheelchair ramps at T-intersections)
• Default design vehicle SU-30
• Typical maximum speed limit of 25 mph
• May be appropriate for buses if adequate turning radii can be provided
Potential Impacts:
• Limited-to-no impact on access
• Minimal anticipated diversion of traffic
• Can result in speed reductions between 5 and 13 mph within intersection limits
• Provides opportunity for landscaping
• Can improve pedestrian safety
• Consider additional intersection lighting
Emergency Response Issues:
• Appropriate along an emergency vehicle route or on a street with access to hospital/emergency
medical services
• Little impact on response time
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Costs range between $15,000 and $60,000
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Road Diet
Description:
• Revision of lane use or widths to result in one travel lane per direction with minimum practical
width, with goal of reducing cross-section; common application involves conversion of four-lane
Two-way road to three-lane road – two through lanes and center two-way left-turn lane (TWLTL)
• Can also involve narrowing of existing travel lanes
• Alternate cross-section uses can include dedicated bicycle facilities, left-turn lanes, on-street
parking, raised medians, pedestrian refuge islands, sidewalks, etc.
Applications:
• High likelihood of acceptability for nearly all roadway functional classifications
• Can be applied in urban, suburban, or rural settings
• Appropriate for most common urban speed limits
• Can be applied at/near intersections or along road segments
• Appropriate along bus routes

(Source: Chuck Huffine, Phoenix, AZ)

(Source: Chuck Huffine, Denver, CO)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Must consider transitions from adjacent roadway sections and through intersections
• AADT can be considered but is not the primary volume factor that needs to be evaluated
Potential Impacts:
• Usually reduces number of available travel lanes – impacts demand that can be accommodated;
typical acceptable threshold of 1000 vehicles per direction during peak hour
• Reduction of through lanes tends to reduce speeds
• Can improve pedestrian crossing ease and safety
• Can improve bicycle accessibility if travel lanes can be used for shoulders/bike lanes instead
Emergency Response Issues:
• Generally accepted from emergency services; leaves available space for through flow of
emergency vehicles
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• $6000 or less, depending on physical geometric changes and length of application
• The biggest impact to cost involves signal modifications, if applicable; other primary costs include
pavement marking and signing revisions
• Costs can be much higher if outside portion of pavement is converted to other non-motorized
uses (dedicated bicycle facilities, sidewalks, grass buffers)
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Roundabout
Description:
 Raised islands placed in unsignalized intersections around which traffic circulates
 Approaching motorists yield to motorists already in the intersection
 Requires drivers to slow to a speed that allows them to comfortably maneuver around them
 Different from traffic circles or mini-roundabouts; possible substitute for traffic signal control
Applications:
 Intersections of arterial and/or collector streets
 One or more entering lanes
 Can be used at intersections with high volumes of large trucks and buses, depending on design

(Source: Grant Kaye)

(Source: PennDOT Local Technical Assistance Program)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation:
 See NCHRP Report 672 for design details
 Design vehicle is determined specifically for each site ranging from emergency vehicles to over
size/overweight vehicles
 Typically circular in shape but may be an oval shape
 Key physical elements are center islands, truck aprons, and splitter islands
 Controlled by YIELD signs on all approaches with pedestrian crosswalks, if included, one carlength upstream of YIELD bar
 Key design features include: fastest paths, swept paths, and path alignment
 Large vehicles circulating around the center island for all movements may traverse the apron
 Landscaping needs to be designed to allow adequate sight distance per NCHRP 672
 Preferable to have a closed-section road (i.e. curb and gutter)
 Bicycle facilities, if provided, must be separate from the circulatory roadway with physical barriers;
cyclists using the circulatory roadway must merge with vehicles. Bicycle facilities are prohibited in
the circulatory roadway to prevent right-hook crashes.
Potential Impacts:
 Limited impact on access, except for access points immediately adjacent to intersection
 Limited impact on roadways with on-street parking
 May draw additional traffic but with reduced delays and queues
Emergency Response:
 Appropriate for emergency vehicle routes or streets that provide access to hospitals
 Emergency vehicles may traverse the apron
Typical Cost
 Cost varies widely by site, but is usually comparable to a traffic signal
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Speed Cushion
Description:
• Two or more raised areas placed laterally across a roadway with gaps between raised areas
• Height and length similar to a speed hump; spacing of gaps allow emergency vehicles to pass
through at higher speeds
• Often placed in a series (typically spaced 260 to 500 feet apart)
• Sometimes called speed lump, speed slot, and speed pillow
Applications:
• Appropriate on local and collector streets
• Appropriate at mid-block locations only
• Not appropriate on grades greater than 8 percent

(Source: James Barrera, Horrocks, New Mexico)

(Source: Delaware Department of Transportation)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Two or more cushions at each location
• Typically 12 to 14 feet in length and 7 feet in width
• Cushion heights range between 3 and 4 inches, with trend toward 3 - 3 ½ inches maximum
• Speed cushion shapes include parabolic, circular, and sinusoidal
• Material can be asphalt or rubber
• Often have associated signing (advance-warning sign before first cushion at each cushion)
• Typically have pavement markings (zigzag, shark's tooth, chevron, zebra)
• Some have speed advisories
Potential Impacts:
• Limited-to-no impact on non-emergency access
• Speeds determined by height and spacing; speed reductions between cushions have been
observed averaging 20 and 25 percent
• Speeds typically increase by 0.5 mph midway between cushions for each 100 feet of separation
• Studies indicate that average traffic volumes have reduced by 20 percent depending on
alternative routes available
• Average collision rates have been reduced by 13 percent on treated streets
Emergency Response Issues:
• Speed cushions have minimal impact on emergency response times, with less than a 1 second
delay experienced by most emergency vehicles
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Cost ranges between $3,000 and $4,000 for a set of rubber cushions
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Speed Hump
Description:
• Rounded (vertically along travel path) raised areas of pavement typically 12 to 14 feet in length
• Often placed in a series (typically spaced 260 to 500 feet apart)
• Sometimes called road humps or undulations
Applications:
• Appropriate for residential local streets and residential/neighborhood collectors
• Not typically used on major roads, bus routes, or primary emergency response routes
• Not appropriate for roads with 85th-percentile speeds of 45 mph or more
• Appropriate for mid-block placement, not at intersections
• Not recommended on grades greater than 8 percent
• Work well in combination with curb extensions
• Can be used on a one-lane one-way or two-lane two-way street

(Source: City of Boulder, Colorado)

(Source: PennDOT Local Technical Assistance Program)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• ITE recommended practice - “Guidelines for the Design and Application of Speed Humps”
• Typically 12 to 14 feet in length; other lengths (10, 22, and 30 feet) reported in practice in U.S.
• Speed hump shapes include parabolic, circular, and sinusoidal
• Typically spaced no more than 500 feet apart to achieve an 85th percentile speed between 25
and 35 mph
• Hump heights range between 3 and 4 inches, with trend toward 3 - 3 ½ inches maximum
• Often have associated signing (advance warning sign before first hump in series at each hump)
• Typically have pavement markings (zigzag, shark's tooth, chevron, zebra)
• Taper edge near curb to allow gap for drainage
• Some have speed advisories
• Need to design for drainage, without encouraging means for motorists to go around a hump
Potential Impacts:
• No impact on non-emergency access
• Average speeds between humps reduced between 20 and 25 percent
• Speeds typically increase approximately 0.5 to 1 mph midway between humps for each 100 feet
Beyond the 200-foot approach and exit of consecutive humps
• Traffic volumes diversion estimated around 20 percent; average crash rates reduced by 13
percent
Emergency Response Issues:
• Impacts to ease of emergency-vehicle throughput
• Approximate delay between 3 and 5 seconds per hump for fire trucks and up to 10 seconds for
ambulances with patients
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Cost ranges between $2,000 and $4,000
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Speed Table/Raised Crosswalks
Description:
• Long, raised speed humps with a flat section in the middle and ramps on the ends; sometimes
constructed with brick or other textured materials on the flat section
• If placed at a pedestrian crossing, it is referred to as a raised crosswalk
• If placed only in one direction on a road, it is called an offset speed table
Applications:
• Appropriate for local and collector streets; mid-block or at intersections, with/without crosswalks
• Can be used on a one-lane one-way or two-lane two-way street
• Not appropriate for roads with 85th percentile speeds of 45 mph or more
• Typically long enough for the entire wheelbase of a passenger car to rest on top or within limits of
ramps
• Work well in combination with textured crosswalks, curb extensions, and curb radius reductions
• Can be applied both with and without sidewalks or dedicated bicycle facilities
• Typically installed along closed-section roads (i.e. curb and gutter) but feasible on open section

(Source: Google Maps, Boulder, Colorado)

(Source: Delaware Department of Transportation)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• ITE recommended practice – “Guidelines for the Design and Application of Speed Humps”
• Most common height is between 3 and 4 inches (reported as high as 6 inches)
• Ramps are typically 6 feet long (reported up to 10 feet long) and are either parabolic or linear
• Careful design is needed for drainage
• Posted speed typically 30 mph or less
Potential Impacts:
• No impact on non-emergency access
• Speeds reductions typically less than for speed humps (typical traversing speeds between 25 and
27 miles per hour)
• Speeds typically decline approximately 0.5 to 1 mph midway between tables for each 100 feet
beyond the 200-foot approach and exit points of consecutive speed tables
• Average traffic volumes diversions of 20 percent when a series of speed tables are implemented
• Average crash rate reduction of 45 percent on treated streets
• Increase pedestrian visibility and likelihood of driver yield compliance
• Generally not appropriate for BRT bus routes
Emergency Response Issues:
• Typically preferred by fire departments over speed humps, but not appropriate for primary
emergency vehicle routes; typically less than 3 seconds of delay per table for fire trucks
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Cost ranges between $2,500 and $8,000 for asphalt tables; higher for brickwork, stamped asphalt,
concrete ramps, and other enhancements sometimes used at pedestrian crossings
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Traffic Circle
Description:
• Raised islands placed in unsignalized intersections around which traffic circulates
• Approaching motorists yield to motorists already in the intersection
• Require drivers to slow to a speed that allows them to comfortably maneuver around them
• Approaches not designed to modern roundabout principals - no deflection
Applications:
• Appropriate at intersections of local streets
• One lane each direction entering intersection
• Not typically used at intersections with high volumes of large trucks or buses turning left
• appropriate for both one-way and two-way streets in urban and suburban settings

(Source: Scott Batson)

(Source: Scott Batson)

ITE/FHWA Traffic Calming EPrimer: https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/speedmgt/traffic_calm.cfm
Design/Installation Issues:
• Typically circular in shape but may be an oval shape
• Usually have landscaped center islands
• Recommend YIELD signs on all approaches
• Preferable for roadways to be closed-section (i.e. curb and gutter)
• Can be applied to roads with on-street parking
• Can be applied to roads both with and without dedicated bicycle facilities; bike lanes not striped in
circulatory roadway
• Key design features include: offset distance (distance between projection of street curb and
center island), lane width of circulatory roadway, circle diameter, and height of mountable apron
for large vehicles
Potential Impacts:
• Minimal anticipated traffic diversion
• Bicyclist and motorists will share lanes at intersections because of narrowed roadway
• Large vehicles/buses usually not able to circulate around center island for left turns
• Landscaping needs to be designed to allow adequate sight distance, per AASHTO
• Minimize routing of vehicles through unmarked crosswalks on side-streets
• May require additional street lighting
Emergency Response Issues:
• Emergency vehicles maneuver intersections at slow speeds
• Constrained turning radii typically necessitates a left turn in front of the circle for large vehicles
Typical Cost (2017 dollars):
• Typical cost is $15,000, with a range between $10,000 and $25,000

